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Abstract— Constraint programming allows difficult combinatorial problems to be modelled declaratively and solved automatically. Advances in solver technologies over recent years have allowed the successful use of constraint programming in many application areas. However, when a particular solver’s search for a solution takes too long, the complexity of the constraint program execution hinders the programmer’s ability to profile that search and understand how it relates to their model. Therefore, effective tools to support such profiling and allow users of constraint programming technologies to refine their model or experiment with different search parameters are essential. This paper details the first user-centred design process for visual profiling tools in this domain. We report on: our insights and opportunities identified through an on-line questionnaire and a creativity workshop with domain experts carried out to elicit requirements for analytical and visual profiling techniques; our designs and functional prototypes realising such techniques; and case studies demonstrating how these techniques shed light on the behaviour of the solvers in practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Combinatorial problems require finding a combination of choices (a solution) that satisfies a set of constraints and (optionally) is optimal with respect to some objective function. This type of problem occurs in all aspects of our lives. For example, a familiar case occurs when a flight is delayed and the airline must find a new time, gate and runway slot for that flight and new schedules for subsequent legs of passenger journeys. An optimal solution will also minimise traveller inconvenience and cost to the airline, thus improving the quality and efficiency of their services.

The dream of Constraint Programming (CP) has long been to separate problem definition (modelling) from the search for its solution (solving) in such a way that programmers only need to model difficult combinatorial problems and have clever, automatic solving systems readily available to then solve the problem unaided [14]. As a result, solving systems (composed of a constraint solver and a search strategy) have now reached a high degree of sophistication. But in doing this, their operation has become exceedingly opaque to humans, who often see them as ‘black-boxes’ producing unexpected or unpredictable results. This is unfortunate because in practice human involvement is still frequently required; for example: to choose the best solver for the type of problem; modify the model to reduce the search space the solver must explore; or to select the correct search strategy.

Finding the best combination of model, solver and search is therefore a very challenging and iterative process. This is particularly true for real-world problems with large-scale input data. This process is a classic instance of profiling, where the workflow typically involves three steps that are iterated:
1. Observe the behaviour of the program;
2. Hypothesise about why certain unwanted or unsatisfactory behaviour occurs;
3. Modify the program to test the hypothesis (by observing a change in behaviour).

In this paper we explore the use of visualisation for profiling to better understand model and search performance. We focus on the needs and priorities of users of CP technology through a user-centred visualisation design approach. We gather requirements within the CP community through an on-line questionnaire and a full-day creativity workshop (see Sec. 3). Our co-located team combines experts in visualisation with experts in CP (see authors). We collaborate to build upon our recent research into search statistics and visual profiling [35]. The results of this study identify that knowledge discovery and insight through visual analytics [20] can significantly benefit the CP community. Our contributions include:
1. The first user-centred visualisation design project in the field;
2. Insights and opportunities identified through our requirements gathering process, which is applicable to other domains;
3. Implementations of prototype designs based on the user requirements elicited;
4. Exploration of three case studies demonstrating insights, knowledge discovery and improvements to the models through the use of our prototype visual profiling techniques;
5. Informed visual design ideas and plans for development to allow for more efficient CP profiling in the future.

2 CONTEXT AND RELATED WORK

Finding quality solutions to combinatorial problems is remarkably difficult. Modern approaches focus on developing a model that describes the problem in terms of parameters, variables, constraints and an objective function. The parameters can later be instantiated with input data describing a particular instance of the problem. The aim is then to find an optimal solution for the instance, i.e. an assignment of variables to values that satisfies all constraints in the model and optimises the objective function. To find such a solution, the programmer must select a solver to satisfy the constraints in the model and a search strategy to explore the search space. The combination of model, input data, solver and search strategy is referred to as the constraint program.

Existing profilers (e.g. [4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 28, 32, 36]) allow programmers to observe the behaviour of the program execution. In general, these profilers use standard tree-drawing techniques, which are commonly known by CP users. Some incorporate alternative views. For example, CPViz [36] is an open-source generic visualisation library aiming to enable users to better understand the search and solver process. The visualisations are demonstrated for a number of specific problems; however, on investigation the library of visualisations is inadequate for visualising large problem instances, which have hun-
The general problem of tree visualisation has received significant attention from visualisation researchers [33], including user experiments with tree visualisation systems [22]. Some of these alternative tree representations—often more applicable to larger instances—have appeared in the CP-related literature. For example, treemaps are mentioned in [36], pixel trees [5] are briefly explored in our previous work [35], and sunbursts are explored in [29] but only for small problems. There has not been however, to the best of our knowledge, a thorough user-centred exploration of tree or alternative visualisation for CP.

Relevant research on analytical and visual tools for monitoring constraint programs includes DiSCIPI [9]. This research identified that beside the search tree, users are also interested in the evolution of variable domains, the activity of variables and constraints, and the interaction between them. Following these recommendations, visualisation research by Ghoniem et al. [15, 16] delves into the details of the dynamics of the solver by exploring the relations between constraints and variables that arise through propagation (the reduction of variable domains according to the constraints, see Sec. 4). Based on the generic trace format GenTra4CP [1], the research uses adjacency matrices for displaying variable co-activity and constraint relationships. Matrices allow for many more variables and constraints than network diagrams but, as with many visualisations, there are scalability issues for larger instances. User-defined time slices allow the user to filter and navigate. Whilst the research demonstrates their potential for insight into the static and dynamic structure of propagation between variables or constraints, these visual options are not available in current software or known to the wider CP community. The visual representation is also relatively unintuitive at first glance, although the use of interaction and animation do aid comprehension.

Disregarding the research in the area, there are still only limited visual resources for profiling CP models in practice. The notion of visual profiling is hindered by a small diverse user group across a widespread application area using a mixture of software, solvers and outputs. Visualisation options seem to be either so specific as to be useful only for certain problems, or so broad as to be too simple for real-world problems. Visual representations are also confronted with the challenge of presenting exponentially growing data, together with technical limitations relating to screen space and memory usage. The current visual representations do not allow programmers to develop effective hypotheses regarding the program’s search behaviour and, to the best of our knowledge, none of the profiling methods proposed involve a user-centred visualisation design approach.

Our research into opening the complex world of constraint programming execution to users follows growing interest in the use of visualisation for aiding the understanding of complex computational algorithms and models (e.g. [27, 34]). Mühlbacher et al. [27] identify two different types of user involvement in visualising algorithms and models —Direction of the Information or the Entity of Interest, both are broken down into: ‘feedback’ or ‘control’ of the ‘execution’ or the ‘result’. These types of user involvement are all highlighted as important for CP profiling during our requirements gathering process.

Sedlmair et al. [34] present an extensive literature review and framework relating to the role of visualisation in parameter space analysis for simulation modelling. Some of the analytical tasks and navigation strategies described in the framework are relevant, in particular the task of optimising the model parameters for the best output.

In more general programming domains, there has been significant work on understanding how people think and communicate visually about the complex systems that they develop and maintain [8]. This willingness to turn to visual explanation suggests there is also room for improvement with more visual digital tools and techniques to complement the programming experience. For more efficient modelling, it is therefore important to identify what CP users actually need, and to explore which visualisations enable exploration of the program’s behaviour and allow programmers to develop useful hypotheses with which to modify their program.

3 Gathering Requirements

In order to gain a broad overview of the visual and non-visual methods currently used to profile constraint programs we ran an on-line questionnaire targeting the global CP community. We analysed the responses and followed this with a one-day workshop with selected participants, who were challenged to think creatively about future visual profiling opportunities. An overview of the process is shown in Fig. 1. We summarise the findings of both the questionnaire and workshop in this section. More context and definitions are described in Sec. 4, prior to the description of our exploration process, prototype designs and case study exploration in Sec. 5.

3.1 Questionnaire

The questionnaire was designed to achieve two main aims.

1. To understand the different tasks currently performed by CP programmers when trying to improve the execution of their programs, and the associated difficulty and impact of these tasks.

2. To discover the different ways in which programmers visualise problems internally or externally, and whether these differ depending on background and expertise.

Following internal piloting, we recruited 32 participants of the 52 invited from the CP community. The questionnaire took approximately 25 minutes to complete and consisted of three sections including a balance of multiple-choice (MCQ) and open questions (OQ), see Fig. 1. MCQ were chosen to provide quantitative values on expertise and current practice, whilst the OQ give us greater insight into the actual information and visual representations currently being used and/or would like to be available. From the OQ responses we defined a number of codes and two researchers—one from CP and another from visualisation—coded all questionnaire responses to group quotes into common topics.

Expertise and Knowledge of Participants Participants were chosen by the authors as experts in the field. Nearly all participants identified...
tified themselves as researchers, whether industrial or academic. In addition, the participants identified themselves as CP teachers (14 responses), practitioners (13), solver/modelling language developers (10), or students (5). The overall majority of participants had a background in computer science, mathematics or engineering. In terms of self-grading expertise, nearly all participants identified themselves as having advanced knowledge of programming and optimisation, and advanced or expert knowledge of modelling languages and CP. Participants had novice-intermediate expertise with visualisation and design.

**Reflection on Current Practice**
Participants were asked ‘when the program is executing, how well do you understand what it is doing?’ 20 of 32 responded well or very well. This was higher than expected. Yet when participants were asked to identify ‘which part of the process is particularly unclear’, responses were varied. 10 identified the propagation and solver phase of the programming experience with one stating “The actual workings of the global constraints (propagators) are often a blackbox” and another commenting “There is no way (that I know) to tap into the execution of the solver and see what’s happening.” The relationship between the constraints, the variables and the behaviour of the search strategy were also identified as being unclear.

Prior to the questionnaire, five options were identified as common tasks to undertake when a program is not performing satisfactorily: T1 Use Alternative Solver, T2 Use Alternative Search Strategy, T3 Alter Model Variables/Domains/Constraints, T4 Observe/Trace the Execution, T5 Simplify the Instance.

Participants were asked which tasks they use, how useful they seem, how difficult they are to perform, and how hard it is to measure their impact. The results are shown in Fig. 2. All tasks were used and most were found to be useful. Most notably, T1 was the least used with 27 responses with mixed ratings on difficult to perform. T3 was used by all and rated by the majority as very useful, and T4 was on average rated as the most difficult to perform and to measure its impact.

Seven participants also identified other types of task, mainly related to writing specialised code to debug the program, including recording additional statistics, visualising the data and trying to discover areas where a customised constraint is needed. These participants had a higher than average response to understanding what the program was doing when executing, and a higher than average experience of CP. Unsurprisingly, some were solver or modelling language developers.

When asked what extra information they wish they could see during execution process, nearly all respondents suggested “more statistics” and many stated that visualising information would be particularly useful, for instance: “[to] visualize the searching progress will help me to understand what the solver is doing and if it is doing what I expect it to do.”

As CP is used in many different application areas, it is unsurprising that a high level of quotes relate to problem-specific visualisations. We identified 31 quotes from 19 unique participants relating to inherent representations, for example, for a routing problem being able to see the routes change on a map as solutions are found. Other common themes from the OQ were being able to visualise the search space, see the interaction between the constraints and the propagation, trace stages of execution and visualise the solutions.

**Visual Thinking**
For the visual thinking section we divided the programming process into four stages:

1. **Formalising the Problem** (e.g. representing variables, constraints and data)
2. **Choosing the Technique** (e.g. type of solver and search)
3. **Writing the Program**
4. **Post-Execution** (e.g. solving, debugging or improving performance)

When asked at what point in the process respondents think about the program visually, all but two chose Stage 1 (with one stating they did not think visually at any stage). Stage 4 was the next most common with 21 of 32 participants, while only 13 and 12 chose Stage 2 and 3, respectively. These findings follow our expectations of (a) programmers often using visualisation to break down a problem (Stage 1) visually via pen and paper or sketching on whiteboards, and of (b) visualisation often being used to present solutions or to debug/improve program performance via statistics (Stage 4).

26 of 32 respondents said they have drawn diagrams before to better understand or to help solve optimisation problems. We further investigated some of these visual representations (by communicating with the respondents) and found that all these related to Stage 1 and Stage 4. The fact that a third of participants do not think about the problem visually at the final stage of the process is interesting and indicates there is scope for better visual aids to allow users to profile their models visually. However, there is not necessarily a consensus regarding the usefulness of this. One participant stated: “I value the idea of separation of model and search, so that I usually try to not monitor closely the execution process” and another: “it might be that the specific execution of the solver is unclear but that is not a problem to me.”

We were also interested in the differences between the internal and the external ‘mental models’ [23] built for any given problem. We described a mental model to the participants as a small scale abstract internal representation of a real-world phenomenon and emphasised that mental models are different for everyone, whether novices or experts, and that models can adapt as knowledge is acquired.

Two thirds of the participants indicated they were aware of their mental model when tackling a problem. When asked to think about how these could be visualised using common visual representations, matrices or tables were the most popular methods, as were node-link diagrams / graphs, tree diagrams, Gantt charts and timelines.

**Summary of Results**
Many responses confirm the complexity of the profiling process and the limited number of tools available: as a participant stated, the process “can be so complicated, the problem as well as the solution, and to be sure that it is doing what you intend can be a real nightmare!”

While few visualisation tools are available to users, they often turn to visual representations for additional information. One user states that “[for] almost every problem I have solved I produce a visual model of the constraint model”; another, “Sometimes thinking about these aspects visually inspires me to develop a new relaxation scheme”; and a third that “often I will ‘draw’ the constraint model, maybe thinking of it as a machine, mechanical, or something that you can ‘prod’ and it produces a new state”. One even had reflected on whether visualisation actually helps or not: “I think often about whether visualisations help me or keep me from building better models, I am not sure what the answer is.”

One participant also reflected on the pros and cons of the visualisation library discussed in the previous section [36]: “I really liked the features of CPViz that would visualise the variable assignments through search. This way I was able to check if the search strategy did what I expected. However, it’s cumbersome to hook up these visualisation tools, which creates quite a barrier for using them.”

Overall there seems to be a lot of potential for improved feedback, whether statistical or visual. Currently even “Getting a global feeling for the process without having to study the very detailed output” is difficult. The users are aware that their variables are related and often ordered or multi-dimensional: “Variables are often organized in matrices, I often visualize the matrices in my head”, and that there are often patterns to be found in the search: “more detailed visualisation of search tree, e.g. highlighting similar patterns in the search tree to find out where the search is duplicating effort.”
Whilst responses show that participants would like improved analytical and visual CP profiling, suggestions were diverse and rather limited in their novelty. From these results it was therefore difficult to determine an area on which to focus our attention. In order to push the boundaries beyond the current thinking and determine the real aspirations for visual profiling, we decided to follow the questionnaire with a creative workshop. These have been shown to be particularly beneficial in provoking creative ideas and identifying new opportunities during requirements gathering [25, 26].

3.2 Creativity Workshop

A full day workshop was designed to think about the profiling problem from a new angle. To select potential workshop candidates, we analysed the survey responses and highlighted particularly interesting, unusual or creative ones. Candidate participants were discussed based on their responses and, to get a mixture of individuals, on the diversity of their application area. All 10 candidates selected accepted our call, many being particularly eager for a chance to look at the problem from a different perspective. Due to travel costs, selection was skewed to local or already visiting participants, though one did fly interstate for the workshop.

Workshop Design The structure of the workshop follows one specifically designed for the gathering of visualisation requirements with experts in the use of creativity techniques (see [17]). The workshop has been successful in eliciting requirements for visualisation from energy analysts [17] and neuroscientists [24]. The structure was slightly amended due both to the different area of expertise and upon reflection on the previous workshops: keyword prompts were changed, the visualisation awareness examples updated (and participants given a prompt sheet for notations), and the storyboard activity was given extra time and made optionally individual or paired to reflect the diverse application area. Many factors were considered to provide a creative atmosphere [18], including: room choice, timed breaks between exercises, the engagement of all participants, group discussion, group lunch activity and the mixture of diverging and converging activities. Creative thinking and techniques were described, ground rules identified, laptops put away and the goal of the workshop was outlined as: To identify data analysis and visualisation opportunities for more effective profiling techniques for (complex) constraint programs. Finally, as way of introduction, the same what animal would you be today? exercise [17] was used to ensure participants began to think creatively.

Aspirations and Barriers To explore aspirations for more effective CP profiling techniques without being hindered by implementation, technology or resources, participants were asked: Your program does not execute as expected...: What would you like to be able to do?, What would you like to know?, What do you wish you could see?

122 post-its (some repeated) were produced during the initial individual exercise. A further 36 were produced during part two, where appealing aspirations were discussed by small groups and new ideas were identified, presuming the initial aspiration had been implemented. Post-its were arranged into common themes. The barriers to implementing these aspirations were subsequently identified in the second activity. In total, 27 barriers were identified. Some examples are: “being focused on the problem not the visual representation”, “conflict of interest between academia and industry”, “complexity of data” as well as a diverse application area and small user base. Specifically, a lack of purpose built visualisation tools was highlighted and adopting general visualisation tools was seen as being too difficult. For the latter, it was felt that the visualisations these tools produce are inappropriate to the problem or that seemingly promising visuals are always “a mess” for real problems.

Part two of the barrier activity involved removing the barriers [19] and identifying what would be possible to see, know and do if the barrier no longer existed. A further 31 post-its were produced. The removal of the particularly relevant barrier ‘visualisation is always a mess’ sparked participants’ interest; they realised that it was indeed possible to interact with the search by filtering and zooming, and to discover the impact of constraints.

Analogies and Storyboards The visualisation awareness with analogical reasoning activity saw 10 diverse visualisations presented and described by the facilitators. Having already been prepared for analogical thinking with a lunchtime activity (see [17]), participants thought of, and wrote down analogies to their own work. The Small MultiPiles system [2] for dynamic brain network analysis was seen as applicable to presenting variable co-activity, comparing model executions or inspecting similar sub-trees. A visualisation of rental-bicycle flow [38] was seen as analogous to local search activity involving a network of constraints, brightness indicating important bottleneck areas or no-good (see Sec. 4) activity. The Time Curves [3] technique—for visualising high-dimensional data evolving over time—was linked to the interaction of constraint propagation, seeing how solutions change over time, or the progress of the search. TimeNotes [37] were identified as good to show repetitions in the search over time. GapMinder [30] prompted discussion regarding the replaying and animating of the search process to identify and highlight key aspects of the search and meaningful features. Finally, an application to profile energy consumption by appliance—HorizonGraphs [17]—inspired discussion on ways to interact with model parameters and constraints and see how these changes affect the overall search.

The final activity involved participants producing storyboards to link and loosely prioritise the ideas from the day. Coloured pens and A3 storyboards were provided with visual stimuli all around the room relating to the day’s activities. Everyone then presented their story to the group prior to wrapping up the workshop. Common ideas included: being able to interact, explore and see what happens during the search; see a progress bar; debug easily; see the effect of constraints; see links between constraints and variables; identify conflicting constraints; see the propagation graph; identify bottlenecks in the search; compare alternative algorithms and models; extract meaning from solutions; and be able to use visualisation to improve the explain of models and how they work.

Post-Workshop Analysis Post-workshop analysis involved grouping aspirations and ideas into topics, themes and tasks (as in [17]). 22 core themes were identified and grouped into six common analytical tasks (see Fig. 3). Notably, the importance of these six groups differed with our requirements gathering methods. We compared the workshop outcomes to the quotes from the questionnaire (OQ) (What extra information do you wish you could see during or after the execution and how would this help you?), recoded using these 22 Themes / 6 Groups. The groups found as most important during the questionnaire—inpect detail and overview—became less dominant during the workshop. While these were still important in the workshop, two new topics emerged: Automate (A16-18: i.e. automatic detection of bottlenecks, anomalies, redundant constraints; expected errors in the model; or automated suggestions for change) was identified as being desirable to improve the profiling process, as was the ability to Modify the model parameters through the visual profiler.

3.3 Summary and Prioritisation

The outcomes of the requirements gathering phase allowed us to gain a thorough and broad understanding of the opportunities and considerations for visual profiling. Referring back to the types of user involvement for visualising algorithms and models [27], we observe that all four types (the feedback and control of both the execution and result) emerged during our requirements gathering phase. The 22 themes (Fig. 3) were subsequently prioritised by the team based on their ease of development (D)—with respect to acquiring the data from the system as well as developing the visualisations—and their impact value (I) to the user. We also assessed our group’s previous (P) visualisation work—collapsible trees, pixel trees, similarities of subtrees and merging trees [35]—for how well they met these user requirements. Through this exercise we were able to identify core priorities for exploration in terms of high impact plus low—medium development cost, as well as determine which areas have not yet been explored by our work. Whilst controlling the model parameters (A19-20)
is a goal for our continued development, we must first extract statistics from the solvers and explore useful and usable visual representations. Such explorations will potentially allow us to identify search patterns or structure that we can use for automatic detection (A16) or suggestions (A18). These were therefore left for future work (blue in Fig. 3). We particularly focus on the key requirements (bold in Fig. 3) for our visualisation exploration phase (see Fig. 1), as described in the following sections.

4 Detailed Context

This section outlines the solvers and statistical information used in Sec. 5 to explore the visual profiling of three case studies. We focus on models defined over *finite domain variables*, which can only take a finite number of values, e.g., any value in between 1 and 100, or any value in the set \{4, 5, 8, 100\}. We also focus on *propagation based solvers*, which work by propagating changes in the domains of variables, i.e., by eliminating from the domains of all variables any value now known not to be part of any solution. Finally, we focus on tree-based search methods, which proceed by making a series of decisions. Each decision is a constraint (often of the form \(x = v\), where \(x\) is a variable and \(v\) a value in its domain) that corresponds to a node in the tree, and triggers a propagation step where all constraints affected by the changes to variable \(x\) start propagating. The search proceeds making decisions until either (1) all variables are assigned and the problem is solved, or (2) the associated solver can detect a failure (at least one variable has no values left in its domain), or else (3) a restart event has occurred. In case (2), the search will usually backtrack to a previous point where a different decision can be made. In case (3) the search will start a new search tree, possibly incorporating new constraints learnt during the previous search.

Importantly, the same problem can be solved using different constraint programs, i.e.: different models, solvers and search strategies. A change in model might arise from using different types of variables (e.g., integer, boolean, or sets), different types of constraints (e.g., in-built, user-defined, or global), or by adding redundant constraints to reduce the search space by increasing propagation. Programmers might also experiment with different solvers, such as SAT solvers (specialised on boolean variables), traditional CP solvers (e.g., Gecode\(^3\)), nogood-learning solvers (able to infer reasons or nogoods for every failure node and use them to reduce search space), or linear integer solvers (e.g., CPLEX). Finally, programmers can experiment with different search strategies when selecting the particular variable and value being used for each decision by, for example, providing an initial fixed order for variable selection, or instructing the search to select values in a particular order (e.g., from minimum to maximum or vice-versa). The efficiency of the resulting program, measured in terms of how quickly an optimal solution can be found, depends crucially on the combination of model, solver and search strategy used.

4.1 Solvers

Our exploration has focused on the use of two open-source CP solvers—Gecode and Chuffed\(^4\)—that can be easily instrumented to export new statistics for our analysis. Gecode is a mature traditional propagation solver that has been in development for over ten years. Chuffed is a newer solver that combines the strengths of CP (propagation) with those of SAT (learning). We consider Chuffed in particular, as one of our priorities is to investigate learning behaviour (A12).

The two solvers share a set of core features, including support for integer and boolean variables, tree-search, and the use of propagation algorithms for implementing constraints. As a learning solver, Chuffed differs from Gecode’s traditional style of CP. In particular, it uses a hybrid of CP and SAT technology as follows. Whenever a CP propagation algorithm reduces the domain of a variable, it must explain the logical causes of the reduction in a way similar to that used by SAT solvers. For example, if the fact that variable \(x\) is now less than 3 causes variable \(y\) to become greater than 10, this knowledge is stored by the solver in a clause \((x < 3 \land y > 10)\). In so doing, the reasoning behind the constraint propagation is made explicit and can be used later in a way similar to that of SAT solvers: upon encountering a failure, the chains of reasoning (i.e., the clauses) that led to the failure are examined by the solver, and a new clause (a nogood) is derived. This nogood is added as a constraint and will not only prevent the failure from occurring again, but can also cause further propagation during the rest of the search. In addition, the clause analysis may allow the solver to identify past search decisions that are not involved in the failure and can, therefore, be safely backtracked over. In other words, they allow the solver to identify the latest decision (parent tree node) which, if changed, might lead to a solution. Thus, this search-tree node can be used as the backtracking point from which to continue the search exploration. Without conflict analysis, all past search decisions might have caused the failure and, thus, need to be explored. This is the case for traditional CP solvers.

While learning solvers have exhibited dramatically better performance than CP solvers for certain problems (e.g., see results of the MiniZinc Challenge\(^5\)), there are also cases where the opposite holds. Unfortunately, learning solvers are even more complex than traditional CP solvers and, as a result, they are not well understood in practice. Thus, it is not yet clear to the research community under what circumstances learning may be better, or even how to identify when or why a learning solver is performing poorly. Our exploration aims to find visual ways to shed light on this (A12).

4.2 Statistics

We use the search tree as a primary object of examination. It describes how the solver traverses the problem’s search space (A3) by adding search decisions (e.g., constraints of the form \(x = v\)) and later backtracking over these decisions to try others. If displayed appropriately, it can be used as a record of the program’s behaviour (see Sec. 5).

Our system [35] records simple aggregate statistics of the search tree, such as the number of each type of node (e.g., failure, branch, solution) and the time taken to complete the search. These are useful as a statistical overview of the execution (A6). The system also records detailed information about every node in the tree (relates to A8), including: the search decision that led to it; its depth; the size and depth of its descendant subtree; the type of node; information about the learnt nogoods (A12); and the timestamp (A10).

\(^3\)http://www.gecode.org

\(^4\)https://github.com/geoffchu/chuffed

\(^5\)http://www.minizinc.org/challenge.html
5 Case Studies

With a CP programmer we explore three case studies, using the statistics gathered from running the two solvers (as described in Sec. 4) and follow the 3 step iterative profiling process: observe [OBS], hypothesis [HYP] and modify [MOD] (see Sec. 1). For each case study, we provide an overview of the problem, the model, the reason for the investigation, our observations, hypotheses, visual insights, design iterations and outline any improvements made to the model.

As a starting point, we considered alternative tree representations, including radial trees, icicle plots and sunburst diagrams as shown in Fig. 4 and supplementary material. Depictions of search trees are familiar to the CP community and often used to see and comprehend the solver’s exploration of the search space (A3). Unlike the traditional tree representation, icicle plots and sunbursts are space filling, which allows for additional information, such as details of the search mechanism (A8), to be presented. For example, we can use their space to encode the variable searched on at that node (see Fig. 4).

For the prototype, all colour schemes are sourced from ColorBrewer\(^6\). In the case studies, all variables defined in the model are allocated a colour from the quantitative Pastell scheme to make them distinguishable but not overpowering. If the variable is in an array, a single colour is given to the group of variables, as shown in Fig. 5. Each array is allocated a separate representation where the variables of the array are presented as a line of squares (1D array) or a matrix of squares (2D array). Higher-dimension arrays were not investigated for the prototype. The colour (sequential Oranges) of each variable square represents a statistic about the variable, such as the number of times it is searched on. The maximum across all matrices is either scaled to present the maximum of all variables, which allows for global comparison, or scaled to be relative to the variable group allowing for greater comparison within individual variable groups (as some groups are searched on far more than others), as shown in Fig. 5. White squares indicate variables that are forced not to be searched on, as defined by the model. Grey squares show variables that have not been searched on (i.e. count = 0), but could have been.

All of the visuals created for this exploration were implemented with the D3 visualisation library\(^7\), and they can be toggled for each investigation. All of the views are connected through highlighting and selecting visual elements, with data values shown at mouse-hover, and additional information displayed at the top of the screen.

5.1 Case Study 1: Addition Chain

A minimal addition chain for integer \(N\) is the shortest possible sequence of integers, starting with 1 and ending with \(N\), such that each integer in the sequence is the sum of two integers occurring previously in the sequence. For example, for \(N = 53\), a possible optimal solution is 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 48, 52, 53, which has length 9. Note that the shortest chain is known to be not greater than \(M = \lfloor \log_2 N \rfloor \) \(^{[31]}\). Thus, \(M\) is an upper bound on the length of the shortest chain for a given \(N\). Finding minimal chains is a classical problem in computer science known to be NP-complete with potentially significant applications (e.g. in cryptography \([21, pp. 444–446]\)).

We model the problem using an array \(x\) of integer variables representing the sequence, with \(x_1 = N\), \(x_M = 1\), and an objective function to minimise the position \(i\) of the first “2” in the array (so that all variables \(x_j\) for \(j\) between \(i\) and \(M - 1\) will be set to 2 in the solution, and \(i + 1\) will be the length of the chain). In addition, the model has two variable arrays, \(a\) and \(b\), where \(a_i\) and \(b_i\) are the indices in \(x\) of the values whose sum is \(x_i\); that is, there is a constraint \(x_i = a_i \cdot x_{a_i} + b_i \cdot x_{b_i}\).

The motivation for exploring this problem and model is that while the problem seems well suited to CP, the model performed much worse than a purpose-written logic program. The aim was then to determine why this was the case and improve the performance.

Visual Profiling [OBS] Initial visualisation with a traditional tree, using Chuffed as the solver, reveals a pattern we call a “weeping tree” (see Fig. 6). This weeping effect reveals deep lopsided subtrees where the search tries the possible values of a variable in turn, failing immediately after assigning each value. Simply visualising the tree with the colour-encoded icicle plot (\(x\), \(a\), \(b\) and solver-introduced variables) in combination with brushing shows that the same variable is being searched on repeatedly (see Fig. 6). The alternative trees can be augmented with another view that shows the nodes in a horizontal line, ordered by time (see top of Fig. 6). The multiple views allow us to see where this pattern occurs in time, and spatially in the search tree hierarchy. The interaction and linked views help us quickly identify that the model wastes time trying values one-by-one for each \(x\) variable. This behaviour accords with the search strategy in the model, which dictates that the variables in \(x\) should be searched in order, trying each value starting from the smallest. [HYP] Thus, from these clues we hypothesise that this search strategy is inefficient. We explore different search strategies (T2) and instances (T5), for growing values of \(N\) (see supplementary material).

[MOD] First, we alter the search strategy to split the domains of the \(x\) variables rather than assigning each value one-by-one, in the hope that a single failure may be able to eliminate several values at once. [OBS] We observe that this improves the search and continue to try other strategies. [MOD] In particular, we try to search on \(a\) and \(b\) together instead of \(x\); that is, rather than deciding a value for

\[^{[31]}\text{http://colorbrewer2.org}\]

\[^{[31]}\text{http://d3js.org}\]
During the exploration we observed interesting tree structures. The tree shown in Fig. 6 corresponds to a very spiky icicle plot, beginning as the first variable then stepping down whenever a vertex endpoint is treated as a singleton module. The tree shows the “weeping willow” effect.

Upon investigation, we found that as the variable domains in the problem become larger, Chuffed switches its representation of the variables from using eager literals, where all the literals of the variables are created at the beginning, to lazy literals, where the literals are instead created on-demand. This change has an effect on constraint propagation, as the lazy-literal variables cannot be propagated as strongly in Chuffed. [MOD, OBS] By forcing the solver to always use eager literals we see that the search pattern of the earlier instances is preserved.

During our profiling, we found it necessary to highlight a node and show the path of decisions made to reach it (A8). We therefore added highlighting and selection to show this path together with textual information of relevant search decisions. While observing the hypothesis generating process, it became apparent that the first few nodes of the search, and subsequent restarts, were useful for hypothesis building, as these can help to indicate what the search does first and whether it is learning well (A8). Therefore, we added small multiple icicle plots (e.g., see Fig. 7) showing the first \( N \) nodes in each restart.

Design Iterations During our profiling, we found it necessary to highlight a node and show the path of decisions made to reach it (A8). We therefore added highlighting and selection to show this path together with textual information of relevant search decisions. While observing the hypothesis generating process, it became apparent that the first few nodes of the search, and subsequent restarts, were useful for hypothesis building, as these can help to indicate what the search does first and whether it is learning well (A8). Therefore, we added small multiple icicle plots (e.g., see Fig. 7) showing the first \( N \) nodes in each restart.

5.2 Case Study 2: Power Graph Decomposition

A power graph decomposition is a type of graph compression shown to be useful for reducing clutter when visualising dense graphs, making them much more readable for certain types of path-following analysis tasks [12]. The decomposition aims to reduce the number of edges in a graph by grouping the vertices hierarchically, and introducing “power edges”, each compressing as many edges in the original graph as possible. Specifically, a module is a set of vertices, a power edge is an edge where one or both endpoints is a module, a power edge from module \( M \) to module \( N \) represents the edges \{\((u,v)\) | \( u \in M, v \in N \}\), and a vertex endpoint is treated as a singleton module. The goal is to minimise a weighted combination of the number of edges, the number of modules, and the number of times an edge crosses a module boundary. This turns out to be a difficult optimisation problem [13].

A CP model for this problem was previously presented at IEEE VIS [12] and used to create optimal decompositions for graph visualisations used in a readability study. This model produces optimal solutions for small instances, yet its execution time grows rapidly as the instance size increases and is too slow to solve large instances. The complexity of the model makes it difficult to understand the behaviour of the solver, and previous experimentation with the model using standard profiling techniques—including simple changes that were expected to improve performance—did not yield improvements [13].

Visual Profiling We initially explore three data input instances (T5): easy (7 nodes), medium (10 nodes) and difficult (15 nodes). [OBS] The prototype designs, particularly the coloured icicle plots and variable counts, reveal that many introduced variables (by the solver, not originally in the model) are being searched on in all three instances.

[HYP] We expect that restricting the search to branch only on non-introduced variables will offer easier comprehension of the search. [MOD] We alter the search strategy to do this (illustrated in Fig. 4, 5 and 7). [OBS] Relating our plots to the model is easier; however, restricting the search in this way makes the execution time longer, and gives us no further insight into why the model is performing badly.

[OBS] Since we can see in the visualisations and the execution time that searching on introduced variables is useful, we question what these introduced variables represent. [MOD] We alter the model (T3) to explicitly name these variables, promoting them from introduced to non-introduced, so that we can visualise where the solver is focusing the search. [HYP] We expected the change to be essentially cosmetic, and not affect the behaviour of the solver. [OBS] However, we observe that the solving time for the modified model is reduced dramatically: e.g., on the medium instance, the search time reduces from \( \sim 350 \) seconds to \( \sim 50 \) seconds, and with the further addition of symmetry breaking constraints—which previously had been thought ineffective—reduces to \( \sim 7 \) seconds.

By inspecting the early stages of the search—using the small multiple plots—we see that the slight changes to the model have caused the solver to make different decisions even at the very beginning. As they affect the clauses that are learnt (A8,A12), and which variables are chosen later in the search, these small differences “snowball” such that the search becomes completely different. [HYP] This case exposes the fragility of automatic search, and also suggests that simple changes, such as reordering the variables or constraints in the model, might be a useful approach to improve performance.

Design Iterations In all of the instances—and in particular in the difficult instance—we see that the solver is able to learn “facts”, i.e., no-goods with a single element like \( x \leq 3 \). These represent reductions in the domain of a variable which are globally true and, thus, are powerful inferences about the problem. We identified this pattern by seeing that the goal variable (the objective) gradually descends in the icicle tree, beginning as the first variable then stepping down whenever a new fact is learnt (see Fig. 8a). This observation identified a problem with search trees presented in this way. The learnt fact is not a search decision and therefore the tree actually looks deeper than it is. We explored altering the representation to draw the alternative trees.
to relate future and past nodes. When a failed node is activated, we can
behaviour (the nogoods learnt by Chuffed are simply not useful, and the effort
is not clear what causes the difference. The model performs much better using Gecode than with Chuffed, but
locations. Our model is for an industrial application, with capacities
Vehicle routing problems aim to find an optimal set of routes for a fleet
of vehicles, so that they visit particular client locations. Optimality
might be defined, for example, as the shortest total distance travelled
by the fleet. Many variations to this family of problems exist, such as
using time-windows to restrict when locations may be visited, adding
capacities to vehicles and distinguishing between classes of vehicles or
locations. Our model is for an industrial application, with capacities
on vehicles and multiple visits to each location over several days.
In this case study, we explore the task of altering the solver (T1).
The model performs much better using Gecode than with Chuffed, but
it is not clear what causes the difference. [HYP] One hypothesis is that
the nogoods learnt by Chuffed are simply not useful, and the effort
spent computing them is wasteful. To visually explore the learning
behaviour (A12), we use the information provided by the learnt clauses
to relate future and past nodes. When a failed node is activated, we can
identify the past clauses used to infer the failure and where the current
nogood is used in the future (through highlighting). We also list the
most important clauses for quick reference.

**Visual Profiling** [OBS] For this problem, the search trees for the two
solvers are visually similar. Both exhibit a “full search tree” pattern,
wherein all possibilities in a subtree seem to be explored. [OBS] By
examining the most active nogoods (those used more often in detecting
failure), and highlighting the nodes where nogoods become active, we
can see that most nogoods are not useful. That is, most clauses are
not used again later in the search and they do not cause the search to
backjump significantly.

[HYP] We hypothesise that this pattern is indicative of poor learning.
We compared this problem with the open stacks problem [39],
where learning solvers are known to perform well. [OBS] One clear
difference is that the number of backjumped nodes—those which
are not explored because conflict analysis has proved them to be
irrelevant—is much higher in the open stacks search (approximately
1.3% of all nodes) than in the vehicle routing search (0.2%). This raw
number alone does not necessarily correspond to the amount of search
saved, but it prompts us to look at the backjump distance, which is a re-
lated measure. [HYP] If learning is performing well, we expect to see
the search depth jumping back high in the tree throughout the search’s
lifetime. With this in mind, we iterated the design of the timeline plot
to colour the nodes by backjump distance, using lighter shading for
longer jumps. [OBS] Now we see a stark difference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Open Stacks</th>
<th>Vehicle Routing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Backjumps</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vehicle routing plot (top) has almost no long backjumps, while
the open stacks tree (bottom) shows longer backjumps consistently
throughout the search. These are comparable with their equivalent
tree representations.

Our exploration does not explain why the nogoods in the vehicle
routing problem are ineffective. [HYP] The likely explanation is that
the solver is learning the “wrong” explanations for failure: the solver
is limited to learning about what is explicitly expressed in the model
and cannot make higher leaps of reasoning. For example, the model
has a variable to represent the successor of each location – the location
that is visited immediately afterwards – but there is no explicit
representation of the fact that, say, location A is visited at some point
(not necessarily immediately) before location B. It is possible that
changing the fundamental nature of the model, or the learning process
of the solver, would allow more useful nogoods to be learnt, but this is
beyond the scope of this study.

Whilst we did not improve the model, we did discover properties
of the learning behaviour (A12). The visualisations enabled us to bet-
ter understand the effect of nogoods, which may enable the automatic
detection of poor learning behaviour during the search (A16).

5.4 Design Recommendations and Participant Feedback

We conducted feedback sessions with 6 participants involved in the
workshop. In the session we explained the findings from the require-
ments gathering phase and our prioritisation process. Via annotated
videos, we gave a brief explanation of how to interpret the visualisa-
tions and presented Case Studies 1 and 2 (see supplementary material).
Participants were asked to reflect on their current profiling experience,
the themes identified in the workshop, the case studies and the visu-
alisations themselves. The sessions were individual and face-to-face
(2 were conducted virtually due to distance) because the participants
work in diverse application areas, have different expertise and each
have their own workflows. In this section, we reflect on participant
feedback and our experience gained while collaborating on the visual
profiling tasks.

We discovered that the icicle plot is relatively easy to comprehend
in the context of the search, as the length of each bar represents the
length of time when that node is active in the search. This allows for
more emphasis on, and easier interaction with, the decisions of the
search that are higher in the tree. Icicle plots present the notions of
tree depth (height) and search pattern (shape) similarly to the tradi-
tional tree, which should make them easily comprehended by the CP
community. This was confirmed by our feedback sessions. All participants liked the icicle plots and thought they were easy to learn and very intuitive. Structure and patterns in the search were easily identifiable, particularly due to the colour encoding. Their downside is that, like traditional trees, they need a lot of space.

Sunburst plots and radial plots offer a more compact overview. However, these representations make comparison of different regions of the plot more difficult as the crucial notions of execution time and search depth are distorted. We found the icicle plot to be the most useful of the alternative tree representations we examined (see Fig. 4). We rarely used the traditional tree in our exploration because the icicle plot superseded it, but on occasions we referred to the sunbursts for a quick overview of search shape. Some participants really liked the sunburst diagrams, others noted that they had to refer back to the traditional tree for context, as this was the most well known for them.

A negative aspect of icicle plots is that as the search becomes larger, the deepest nodes become impossible to see and interact with. We alleviate this drawback to a degree by using small multiple subsets. These allow detail to be investigated at the cost of removing the overview. They were useful for us to understand the early search decisions but are confusing in the current prototype because, despite the coordinated views, it is difficult to see the relative size of each subset in comparison to the full tree. This will need improvement in future iterations. The small multiples did inspire one participant to think of these as a useful way to display clusters of similar subtree structure within large trees to the user, similar to the Small MultiPiles system [2] shown in the workshop. Alternative options for inspecting the detail within the tree include allowing the user to zoom into the detail or inspect detail through the use of a fish-eye lens.

All participants liked the ability to interact with the variables and variable arrays and see where and how often each variable is searched on (A8). This was seen as “really interesting” and a “very useful” feature that is not possible with current profiling tools. The combination of timeline and search tree was useful as it offers both spatial and temporal perspectives. The coordination of these views through interaction was crucial for understanding their relationship. The timeline view also enabled various properties to be shown, including objective function reduction (A5,A14), backjump distance and the locations where learnt clauses were used (A12).

The aggregations (Fig. 9A) were useful as a quick overview (A6) for large searches, but the current subdivision of the nodes does not reflect the structure of the search tree and thus was sometimes frustrating or misleading. A more sophisticated subdivision may make this view more useful in future. Unlike these aggregations, all the alternative tree visualisations have an issue with scalability. In our exploration we occasionally used filtering to reduce the size and better see the search decisions. Nonetheless, we were able to study larger searches than in related work (e.g. [29, 36]), partially due to improvements in technologies and visualisation libraries. One possibility for addressing scalability and maintaining the overview of the full search space (A3) is to provide a skeleton of the search tree shape without drawing all the nodes.

When asked how the case studies differ from their current model profiling workflow, participants replied “very different”, “much more detail” and “more informative”, adding that the visual profiling case studies were “really interesting”. One participant stated that “the tool allows for a better understanding of the interaction between the problem and algorithm.” Another realised that visualising the search in this way reveals a new perspective, remarking: “It is not just a search strategy; it is a different shape. You can’t see this in the statistics.”

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This study has highlighted the need for improved visualisation tools to aid the complex CP profiling process. The user-centred method has identified many opportunities where visualisation can have a positive impact. The prototype solutions that combine alternative views, interactions and navigation, show that visualisation can aid in ways that other forms of analysis cannot.

Our extensive requirements gathering process was invaluable for understanding existing profiling practice, and discovering users’ aspirations. This gave us motivation and a focus for the initial prototype designs. Our user-centred design process (Fig. 1) is applicable to the wider VAST community as it can be adopted for other domains. Indeed, as discussed in Sec. 3, this is the third domain for which this creativity workshop structure has been used to successfully inform visualisation design.

The questionnaire helped us understand when users mostly use visual thinking: for formalising the problem; representing the solutions; and, occasionally, for debugging and improving the model. It seems many CP users do think visually about their problems and are aware of their mental model, which is promising for the adoption of future visual profiling tools. Whilst a few participants were unsure about the value of visual profiling of solvers to their modelling practices (Sec. 3.1), we are encouraged by our final feedback sessions, which provoked very enthusiastic responses (Sec. 5.4).

Both the workshop participants and the authors envisage that embedding visualisation in CP practice can not only aid users, but also improve the explanation of solutions and models to others, even those outside the domain. This could lead to CP becoming more accessible and therefore widely used, as the frustrations of the current profiling process are reduced.

The positive outcomes of our process have encouraged us to increase our prototype visualisation library, where we continue to test alternative visualis with case studies and users. Such visualisations will include linking the constraint activity into the visualisations (e.g. [15]). We will continue to investigate the themes that emerged from the workshop; for instance, the ability to control/modify the model through the visual interface (A19-A20) and automated suggestions (A18) or detection of anomalies (A16). Through the exploration of the three case studies we identified a number of useful insights, including good and poor learning characteristics and visual patterns of search structure. This will aid our continued work and may lead to incorporating automatic detection or the ability to educate users on search structure characteristics. The process will conclude with improved visual profiling implemented into CP software [35] and tested within the wider community.
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